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Gundog Central
A Centralized location for finding your next Gun Dog.
Since 2006, Gundog Central has been one of the most popular places on the internet to buy, sell and brag
about our hunting dogs. For 14 years ... we’ve catered to a very niche market of Gun Dog breeders looking
to connect with upland and wetland hunters, and outdoor enthusiasts who are in the market for a new Gun
Dog. Over 100,000 people visit Gundog Central each month! Our bounce rate is just 1%, meaing 99% of
those people, are there because they’re interested in bird dog, bird hunting related topics and hunting dog
related products. We currently serve over 1.2 million pages per month with the average user viewing 14
pages per session. All these engaged readers are browsing over 1,000 active Gun Dog classified ads at
any given time of year. They can also view over 150,000 users contributed pedigrees, making Gundog
Central an awesome place for breeders to study progeny and experiment with prototyping different pedigrees. In addition to the classified ads section and our rich pedigree system, we have started offering
bi-weekly editorials from renowned authors, artists and writers from within the Gun Dog community.
In late 2019 we absorbed our sister site, “Hounddog Central”, and are now offering listings for the hound dog
hunting community as well. Look for us to start sharing additional content based on large and small game
hunting in 2020. We see this combination contributing to our growth for years to come.

Our Stats
Year after year, our page view and visitor count has climbed by over 10%, while the rest of our analytics
have virtually stayed the same, within 1%, despite the influx of new traffic.
Our demographics are made up of 75% male, 25% female.
Age 18-24 = 6%, 25-34 = 22%, 35-44 = 18%, 45-54 = 22%, 55-64 = 21%, 65 & over = 11%

2018 Performance

Vs

2019 Performance The Trend
=

- Page Views : 13,887,376

- Page Views : 15,510,591

+ 10% Increase in page views vs prior year

- Pages per month : 1,157,281

- Pages per month : 1,106,434

+ 10% Increase in page views per month

- Pages per session : 14.67

- Pages per session : 14.02

- Pages per session slide 0.65%

- Bounce Rate : 1.17%

- Bounce Rate : 1.31%

+ Bounce Rate climbed 0.14%

- New Visitors : 80%

- New Visitors : 80.9%

+ New Visitors climbed 0.09%

- Returning Visitors : 20%

- Returning Visitors : 19.1%

- Returning Visitors slide 0.09%

- 58.05 % Mobile Traffic

- 62.01 % Mobile Traffic

+ Mobile traffic climbed 3.96%

- 31.29 % Desktop Traffic

- 29.01 % Desktop Traffic

- Desktop traffic fall 2.28%

- 10.66 % Tablet Traffic

- 8.98 % Tablet Traffic

- Tablet traffic fall 1.68%

- 75.9 % Organic Traffic

- 73.7 % Organic Traffic

- Organic traffic fall 2.2%

Google Analytics shown form October 2018 to October 2019

You can see from the chart below that Gundog Central served nearly a half million people over
sixteen million pages of content, with a bounce rate of just 1.25% with the average users viewing
just over 14 pages per session.

Cloudflare ( CDN ) monthly unique visitors for the month of November/December 2019

This Cloudflare report shows us just shy of one hundred and twenty thousand uniques visitors per
month, sample taken from 11/06/19 - 12/06/19. With the maximum visitors per day being over
seven thousand, while the minimum for one day was just over five thousand.

Our Advertisers Program
We provide free access to all of our content at https://gundogcentral.com, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. We work hard to showcase our partners on the website, in fact every free classified ad, pedigree
and editorial proudly proclaim that this content wouldn’t be possible without advertisers support. Each
free classified ad includes a large horizontal advertisers banner with the statement, “This free ad was
made possible by { Advertise Name }”. In addition, each of the 150,000+ pedigree’s include a large
horizontal banner ad placed on the footer of the page. On the desktop computer we have a dedicated
vertical advertisers pane pinned to the right hand side of the screen, while on mobile, the pane is located
at the bottom of the page.
Additionally, every Gundog Central member, who submits a classified ad, post a pedigree or has an
individually respond to their ad, will get an email notice that includes your companies banner ad or logo
embedded in it. Any newsletters we send to our members will also recognize your companies support.
Your companies #hashtags will be included in our daily social media post on Facebook and Instagram.
We also include sponsored supported editorials to further showcase your brand.

Banner Ad sizes
Our program consist of one large home page banner ( 650 pixels x 250 pixels ).
One large leader board banner ( 728 pixels x 90 pixels ) embed in classified ads and pedigrees.
One rectangle banner ( 350 pixels x 250 pixels ) combined run of site.
Social Media, Sponsored supported editorials & Email Campaigns.
All for only $200 per month. For an additional fee, we can make your product an exclusive on the site.
We can design your banner with supplied artwork at no charge. A maximum of three frames per banner.

300 x 250

650 x 250

Rectangle Banner

Homepage banner

728 x 90
Large Leader Board
( Desktop Only, Mobile banner will be smaller )

What Our customers say
A small sample of the feedback we’ve received from our audience :
“I very much appreciate your service and hope it is productive for you!!!”
“Thanks to you, my puppies have SOLD and will be vigorously hunting birds this next season!!”
“You provide a GREAT service to all of us!!”
“I love this company and would love to help advertise”
“Thanks Jeff for approval. Owner of stud told me about Gundog Central and the great response he had”
“Jeff, this is an amazing site and we really appreciate the work you put in. Thanks”
“Thanks, Jeff, for helping to make one of the best sites for both buying and selling even better! We get
more website hits due to our Gun Dog Central posts than almost any other. Thanks for all that you do to
help us all buy and sell some awesome dogs, as well as a lot of other awesome information and ads! ”
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